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The Johnsonian
THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE STUDENT BODY

OF WINTHROP COLLEGE

BOCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA. SATURDAY. MARCH 7, 1931

VOLUME VIII. NUMBER 2*

COMMENCEMENT
SPEAKERS NAMED

"It winter comes can spring be
iar behind?" In other words: If
cnrlstmas comes then Spring
Holidays cannot be i a r behind!
Winuirop's spring holidays are
to begin at 12:30 Tuesday, March
24, and end Monday, March 30,
at 10:00 p. m.
m e holidays will include a
wee* and tne student body is deiignted with the thougnt oi tms
mucn needed recreation.

SUBSCRIPTION II.M A I U B

DON JOSE MOJC
I A ATBasketball
i
GEORGE W.RUSSEli FELLOWSHP
Games Hold the
I BANQUET
WN
I THROPMARCH 13 Center °f Interest at College LECTURES AT COLLEGECLOSES CONFERENCE

Trnor of the Chicago Civic Upera ComIrish Poet, Essayint, Painter and Prac Second World EducuUou Conference
S e a s o n B e g u n B y H a r d - F o u g h t i p n r t x h c F r e s h m e n worked hard.
pany to Present Next Artist
Ileal Economist Brings TimeEnd*—Ml* Anne Wiggtn I*
Junior-Senior Battle
Sprulll, the jump center, succeeded in
Course Number
ly Message
having the ball passed to the Freshman forwards, who piled up their score
On
Friday,
March
13,
at
8
o'clock,
The World Fellowship Banquet at
S E R I E S O F S P I R I T E D G A M E S so that the score stood at 32-19 at
WINTBBOP STUDIES BELLAMANN
George W. Russell, Irish mystic, poet,
Don Jose Mojlca, tenor of the Chithe end of the third quarter. The painter, essayist, practical economist 5:30 on Saturday afternoon, February
cago Civic Opera Company, will apThe tegular meeting of the Winand agricultural reformer, known in 28, brought to a most successful close
S i d e l i n e s S h o w P r o p e r S p i r i t Sophomores were unable to score durpear at Wlnthrop College.
Wlnthrop's
Second Christian World
throp Literary Society was held Monthe
literary
world
as
"AE,"
lectured
on
ing the third quarter. Although both
—Intensive Practice Reday evening a t 6:30. The topic (or
In the past lew years, this artist has
teams worked hard to gain against "Rural Civilization" in the college au Education Conference.
the evening was "Henry Bellamann."
risen to international celebrity and he
Decorated In the colors of the vas u l t s in E f f i c i e n c y
ach during the last quarter of the ditorium Thursday morning.
Helen l A t o n Introduced Miss Maris recognized as one of the most vergame, the Freshmen remained In the
Dr. Kmurd, In presenting Mr. Rus rious national flags and with scenes
garet Ketichin, who spoke upon this
satile artists before the public today.
lead. The final score was 39-23 In sell to the students, laculty and a num of a number ot interesting places, the
subject i n ' h e r usual interesting manHe is equally well-known In grand op- CHAMPIONSHIP IS UNDECIDED favor of the Freshmen. For the Soph- bcr of distinguished visitors, among large banquet table was representative
ner. Miss Ketchin stressed the verera. In concert, and in the motion plcomores, Gambrell, Goodman, Peay.and whom were: Mr. R. E. Hanna of Che- of a feeling of international good will.
For weeks each class has been rep- West did spectacular work. For the
satility of Mr. Bellamann's nature,
raw, secretary for South Carolina Radiating from a large globe In the
describing liim as a musician, poet, and
Fr~ni lno.se who have heard him we resented on the basketball court. The Freshmen, the ability of Eliot as a Council, Mr. R. E. Wylle of Lancas- center of the oval table was a streamer
critic. In speaking of him as a critic,
learn the secret of his charm. His work that these teams have put forth forward is not to be doubted, Sprulll ter, member of the board of trustees, of one of the flag colore reaching out
was
not
fully
realized
until
the
difshe stated t h a t Mr. Bellamann has
magnetic personality, his good looks,
did excellent jumping In the center, Mr. J. A. Shealy, commissioner of ag- to each plate. These symbolized the
knowledge, keen appreciation, and a Mr. F1U Hugh M c M u U r Given Prin- and his unusual voice have created a ferent class teams met each other in and Reeves and Rogers did good guard- riculture of South Carolina, and Mist "threads of international friendship."
cipal Address at Presentation
sense of fa'rness, which have aided
placc for him In the heart of the pub- spirited contests this week. Each team
dc.s.uc Harper, vice-president of the Under the central globe was a scene
has shown so much efficiency that
By Stale U. D. C.
him In his criticism. Miss Ketchin
of the beautiful buildings and lake of
lic.
Alumnae Association, said t h a t
Llne-up:
every game l.as been a close race.
r t a d selections from Mr. Bellamann's
Gecnva—the city of International
Senor Mojlca, who Is only thirty- Every game has not only been accomSophomores—Gambrell, right for- would like to hear this great man talk peace and good will. Near the scene
On Friday, at 12 o clock, a program
poems.
on poetry, on some personalities of the
one
years
old,
has
the
distinction
of
ward;
Pressley,
left
forward:
Goodson.
panied
by
pep,
Interest,
and
hard
After Miss Kttchin's talk the mem- was given in w m t n r o p College audito1
Irisn literary movement, and on many of Geneva was one of Holland and then
having
made
the
journey
from
the
jump
center;
Llmehouse,
side
center;
lighting, but also by excellent sportsbers of the society elected Augusta rium prior to tne unveiling and presenother topics, but he decided on the a span of blue, representing the great
dusty corrals of a Mexican cattle ranch 1 manship.
Peay. rlglu guard; West, left guard.
Simpson as (heir
commencement tation of a portrait o( Jeiierson Davis
topic, "Rural Civilization" because to Atlantic Ocean, directed the eye of
Substitutes—Markey for Gambrell;
in the college library. Tnls portrait oi to stardom In grand opera In less than
Senior-Junior Battle
us in the south, especially agricultural the guest on into the next scene—the
three years.
Frank for Pressley; Clowncy for Goodthe first and only president of the
Curry SlwBes Magaiine*
city of New York. Beyond the ocean
"We are the Seniors!" rang from
life means such a great deal.
Only
recently
Senor
Mojtca
accepted
son;
Cochran
for
Peay;
Hough
for
T h e Curry l i t e r a r y Society met Confederate States of America was the
on the eastern side of Geneva the eye
the garnet and gray sidelines as their
The poet and advocate of the "back
Monday, March 3, in its society hall. gift of the United Daughters of the an offer from the Pox Movietone Cor- team ran upon the court Monday a f t - West.
was attracted to a quaint little scene
to the land" movement In Ireland
The program comisted of two talks Confederacy of the South Carolina Di- poration as a leading singing actor. ernoon at fou> o'clock, to begin the
Freshmen—Eliot.
right
forward.
of Japan. Not even the desert with
opened his lecture by saying that
In January his first picture, 'One Mad
Wiggins.
left
forward;
Sprulll.
jump
on literary magazines of today. The vision.
Its camels and traveling caravans was
basketball games of the year. "Rah.
tnough he were a poet he felt JustlKiss,"
was
released.
Early
In
the
fall
center;
Henderson,
side
center;
Reeves,
first of these, "Eaglish Magazines of
forgotten! At the plates of the ninety
As the first notes of "Dixie" Irom tne
Rah. Rah! Juniors! Juniors!" shouted
ned through study and experience to
Importance to Literature," was given organ, played by Margaret Williams, he will return to Hollywood to begin the black and gold boosters as their right guard; Rogers, left guard.
vuests who attended the banquet was
talk intelligently on agricultural piob
by Margaret Whlsapant, and the sec- sounded, the entire audience arose, and work on another picture. This, how- team went on the court.
a place-card shaped in the form of a
Substitutes—Teague for Wiggins;
The two
tiny globe showing the two Americas.
ond. "Important Literary Magazines In there came to procession the flag- ever, will not interfere with his activ- teams took their places to begin a Parler for Henderson.
The Irish philosopher holds that the On the base of the globe was written
America," was giten by Cornelia bearers with the Palmetto Statu flag, ities In concert and In grand opera.
spirited contest. The whistle blew.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
strength oi a nation depends upon Its the name of the guest and Inside ti e
We are Interested in what other auBaker. After the program, the society the flag of the Confederacy, the United
The toss-up was taken. The first
agricultural population. "The fall of menu. Throughout the banquet an orelected Lucia Daniel as its commence- States flag, and the flag of the orig- diences have thought of this young game of the basketball season was in
Shoot! Pivot! Pass! Break it up! liome," he said, "was due chiefly to a chestra played a number of the nationment speaker.
inal thirteen colonies. Next were the artist.
full swing.
Contact! The games are on, and suc- neglect of Italian agriculture." I n our al anthems of the countries.
"Mojlca has youth, good looks, and
Hampton Studies "A. E."
pages, followed by the veterans a n a
The game was a hard fight from cess is In the air for each team! At own country today, he stated, there Is
The Wade Hampton Literary So- distinguished guests, the minister, an unspoiled manner of voice and
Miss Janet Leake as toastmlstress
start to finish. The ball passed quickly the conclusion of the Junior-Sopho- a steady stream of farmers moving to
bearing.
The
ease
and
the
delicacy
of
spoke on the subject. "Tying the World
ciety held Its regular meeting Mon- speaker, honorary presidents, ex-presfrom one goal to another. First, the morc and Senior-Freshman games on the cities. 4,000,000 farmers in the
Together."
day evening In its society hall. J a n e t ldents, president and other officers oi his singing, and the purity of his
ball
would
almost
ring
the
Senior
basTuesday afternoon, each team could United states, he cited have left the
Leake was elected commencement t h e South Carolina division, ushered in tones were refreshing."—St. Louis DisMiss Anne Wiggln, the speaker of
ket—the next minute, it would be seen boast one victory. Thus, a big ques- agricultural life for the industrial. And
patch.
speaker for this society. The program by Wlnthrop marshals.
thc evening, spoke most enthusiastic"Mojlca is more than a promising lu the hands of a Junior forward. Thus, lion mark was left suspended In the | wny Is this? He said that a lack of ally of "Students as Ambassadors of
for the evening was onsthe subject of
A solemn hush fell upon the audiIt went up and down the court. A air. It was a heavy burden for the cultivated development causes part of
youth.
He
Is
established
talent—pleas"A. E.." and was condjjpUtd by the ence assembled before the flag o( t h a t
International Friendship." After rescore made by the Senior forward was gym to carry until Friday—finals!
It, and the efficiency of the agrlcultu viewing the situation which existed
Wlnthrop College marsnals who arc dear "lost cause." Dr. Rogers stirred ure to watch its way upward."—Bossoon followed by one In favor of the
The Freshmen Immediately snapped I , a l engineer and scientist who say that between 1914 and 1918, Miss Wlggin
members of this society. Virginia Bas- the hearts of everyone present with ton Transcript.
"Standing forth among the partici- Juniors by Greene or Townsend. At Into the Senior-Freshman game which 'only 10 per cent, of the population Is Intimated a number of things which
klns gave a summary of the life and his soul-thrilling invocation.
pants. the work of Don Jose Mojlca the end of the 'rst quarter. It seemed was played first. They showed extra ' necessary for producing food for the the Student Christian World Federaworks of Dr. George W. Russell. MarMiss Adelene Ralney. president oi
that neither team could get away from
strength In ccntcr, and forced the "to- other 110 per cent., causes the rest of tion has done since that time for thc
garet Lindler and Alice Walker con- the Wlnthrop College Chapter. U. D. calls for first place of honor. He rethe other—the score stood 10-10.
be grads" to put a splendid forward "• 30 per cent, at least, of the popu- promotion of international friendship.
cluded the program with talks on Mr. C., welcomed the guests to Wlnthrop vealed at Its fullest expression a voice
The second quarter began with each
In to hold down rivalry, which was latlon ol a nation must be agricultural, Thc annual student pilgrimage to the
Russell's varied interests and selections College and then lntroduecd Mrs. D. of great sweetness, range and assurance. Veritably a Prince Charming, team even more determined to defeat keen in the center. The Seniors rolled he declared, or a nation Is doomed. International Student Conference, said
from his poetry.
S. Vandlver of Anderson, presiding oiand Scarhis costumes, make up and acting were the opposing one. Davidson
.
.one goal after another Into the bas- The crowded, foul, corrupt slums ol Miss Wiggln. has provided a wonderficer.
but .....
,
fine, of the highest artistic value."— borough did fine forward .playing,
.
' „ kel. and were completely overpower- our cities, he said, will kill the divine ful opportunity for nations to learn to
Mrs. Vandlver said It made her very
Smith and Willi:
guarded carefully | ( l l l ! U l c F r c s h m e n
th(1
Chicago American.
Ills body becomes shrivelled. i-ilerctand each j t h c r through the
happy to be at Wlnthrop College and
"Don Jusu Mojlca aeseries special ...id kepi the ban fcolng toward their f i r s t q u n ^ r During the second quar- I and he loses the fine and delicate personal contacts made by students of
paid a very fitting tribute to Dr. Johnmention for both a lovely tenor voice goals. The Juniors piled up their score
tilings of life that should be his.
the various countries. Of special Inson and the college, "his memorial,"
and his playing role. He is young, and at the end of the first half the
"Our cities," Mr. Russell admitted, terest to those present was Miss Wigto use her words.
score was 28-11 In favor of Juniors.
are teeming with vitality, but It Is gin's statement that the International
The president of the South Carolina has an excellent voice, liveliness and
"The Romantic Young Lady" Prefers
The
Juniors
shouted
in
triumph.
The
The third quarter saw the score 28- largely drawn Irom the countryside, Student Conference will meet this year
division, Mrs. F. E. Culvem of Ker- a good physique."—Rocky Mountain Seniors, not lo be downed by such a
to Be Loved—Actors Unusually
News.
29 In favor of the Seniors-but the and Irom the peusuntry who come to ill America.
shaw. told how proud the state is of
Charming and Fresh
President James P. Kinard gave a n
fighting. They soon I America from the old world. If we
the service Wlnthrop College has renb
r
c
an,e
dered. She reminded us that the U.
did fight and lmlit hard until the Ins!
" " u l c c a r e l c s s ' however, and. j continue though having 90 per cent inspiring talk on "What the Confer"The Romantic Youug L a d y ' pre- D. C. helps boys and girls to procure
.„i....i. ..
unfortunately, gave the Seniors a lead of this population in the cities, the ence Means to Winthrop." Among the
sented last Saturday ingnt, rebruary education, although the main objective
' ; which they were not able to overcome, countryside will not be able to send up other speakers on tills occasion were
the J u n until, by "The Masquers,' was one oi of the organization Is memorial—the
Liz" Elliot. Freshman forward, was n C w material to reinvlgorate the cities, Mr Matias Coudra, Miss Mary T.
the most enjoyed a n d appreciated oi preservation of worthwhile memories.
.remely s u c c e s s f u l ^ using a swift, mid by the third or fourth generations Scudder, Mrs. James P. Klnard, Dr.
uver-arm bounce. Tile
all the plays staged here tins season. "Upon service." she said, "rests the Presented Last Night With Cleverness
Sylvia Allen, Dr. G. G. Naudaln, and
tied con- j humanity will become sterile."
Mrs. C. K. Grauel.
"The Romantic Young Lady" was all | right to live. . . . May I add. in all
, . . . .
tiniially until the last three minutes!
and Skill—"Baby Cyclone' CarMr. Russell spoke ol the progress of
team kept the opposing team from <lf l h p g a m c >
,
wl|h #
t h a t "pre views" had promised t h a t it | reverence, God bless Wlnthrop College."
riw Wlnthrop
1C
b a C k 10 l h e l a d
movclncnt
inthrup Away
j scoring in many
goal would victory—47-38.
victory—47-38
~
I"
"
would be. 11 was a charming play done I T h e next person to be Introduced byseem certain and would then be made j
, ..
Ireland which was made possible by the
Scarborough proved her versatility
by ail able and enthusiastic cast. "The Mrs. Vandlver was Miss Marion Sallcy
A rlcullural
The "Baby Cyclone" created quite a Impossible by the opposing team fore- j b y ^
,
y l o position
t i o n 11™1 ^
«
Organization
l ) l c l oto play
an
j by being aable
any
Musquers," Miss Florence A. Minis, and of Orangeburg, the historian general
commotion in Main Auditorium last mg the ball away. For the Seniors. 1
„„ „ „
bociety. llus organization has work.. , . . .
„ .
„
i which demanded her aid. Adele Ford
the members of the cast arc all to be of U. D. C. Miss Salley. a graduate of
ed almost miracles for the state. It Is
night. It romped its fresh and breezy Ford did excellent guarding while > p I a y c d | u r u s u a | g o o d
complimented on the success of the Wlnthrop. told us a few reminiscences
way ucross the stage leaving laughter Smith. Todd, and Scarborough were |
partly
individualistic
and
partly
Junior-Sophomore
play.
of her college days. Her first U. D. C.
munistlc in that the farmers own their "The Man Who Married A Dumb
and enthusiastic praise in Its wake. good in center. For the Juniors. TownNot nearly so exciting or clean was
The audience was delighted with the speech was made here. Here she met
own land and rccclvc direct payment
Wife" To Be Given Tuesday
The "Baby Cyclone" was presented by send and Greene starred us forwards
the
Junior-Sophomore
game.
The
Mrs.
Stonewall
Jackson.
freshness of the wit and the charm of
the Palmetto Players of the Univeislty and Smith and Williams as guards. whistle blew for the game to begin; a for their produce, but. market cooperNight—French Play
The speaker of t h e day was Introthe conversation. The costumes were
Line-up;
atively. By this cooperative schcme
of South Carolina, under the direction
foul was made; a free throw was givbeautiful and furnished a "Spanish duced by Miss Salley as "One of J c l der
the
organization
the
middle
man
is
of Professor William Dean. The PalSenior—Davidson,
right forward;
Let's take a trip to Paris. Tuesday
ferson Davis' most loyal admirers. Mr.
en. The whistle blew for the game to
atmosphere."
metto Players came to Winthrop under Scarborough. Ielt forward; Smith, E..
eliminated, and buying and selling are night! Through the medium of Beta
end; a foul had Just been made; a
In speaking of the actors, one has Fltz Hugh McMnster." Mr. McMaster.
the sponsorship of the Senior Class. jump center; Todd, side center; Mordone on a large scale.
Pi Theta. the national French Honfrer throw was given! So. throughto admit they were splendid. Each one son of a Confederate officer. Is now
It Is only under organizations, staled orary Fraternity, we will be transport"Baby Cyclone" Is one of the light gan. right guard; Ford, left guard.
out the entire game, a succession of
of them played her part as If It were editor of the Columbia Record. He has
•
but
clever
and
always
popular
George
Substitutes—Abercromble
for
Scared from the Winthrop campus to the
not "a part," but a part of her. Each done much valuable work in connec M. Cohan comedies. The Cyclone was borough: Farmer for Smith; Scarbo- fouls was made. The first quarter was Mr. Russell, t h a t we shall be able
rather slow, but the Sophomores were keep people on the farm because it is heart of the great French center—
of them seemed to live, vicariously, Hon with the old Veterans and Ladles
received by the Winthrop audience with rough for Todd: Odell for Morgan: the first to score and rolled up nine only through societies t h a t the cultural Paris. We will be guided into the home
the life of the other person, and to en- of tne '60's Home In Columbia.
Smith. S.. lor Odell.
"Wlnthrop College students." began the same enthusiastic response which
points before the Juniors made a sin- development of the farmer is looked of a French lawyer and there—well.
joy it thoroughly.
Junior—Greene.
right
forward;
a
number
of
other
audiences
have
given
'11 see what happens to "The Man
gle point. At the end of the first quar- after. "The economic side Is the backLena Miles Wevcr expressed the uni- Mr. McMaster. "will do great things for It.
Townsend. left forward; Miller, Jump ter. Townsend. Williams, and Smith bone o( civilization," but he reminded Who Married a Dumb Wife."
versal longing in the heart of every the state."
The cast of the play was strong and center; Broom, side center; Smith, V.. went into the game—and their entry us, "the cultural side Is the life of It.'
Tins Is the first French play to be
I n his address on "Jefferson Davis"
girl to be both independent and loved.
light guard; Williams, left guard.
meant a step down for the Sopho- Ill Ills own state, h e pointed out, the presented at Wlnthrop In four or five
K r t loved because of her rank or sta- he told the audience t h a t this great well balanced. In such a large and exSubstitutes -Crews for Miller.
cellent cast. It Is difficult to select stars.
mores! Although Gambrell continued local branches of the large organization ynars. and is being anticipated with a
tion, L-ut for herself alone. She proved man typified men bred In an age of
Sophomore-Freshman
Each actor made the most of every opmake swift, sure shots, she was bar- plan for thc social life of the farmers great deal of Interest. It was written
to the dojbtful that love is stronger culture seen but once In this land. Jefportunity for skillful Interpretation of
Pep and more pep! A hard strugby building recreational halls In which by Anatole France, and Is a lively comb y t l l c master-guarding done""by
than the desire for absolute lndepena- ferson Davis, according to Mr. McMasic two "friendfriend- j Sc uusma nn Williams. At
• . the
... end
. . . of, the
..
every line and took full advantage of die was expected from the
they ca nread. play, and be entertained. edy on married life. The cast is comcnce and t h a t "!ove at first sight" is ter. stands beside immortal
h a l f - t h c sophomores
w c r c lea(|_
life has been sifted and found remark- ' h e many amusing situations in the l y ' classes and a hard battle It proved |
In building up an organization in the posed of members of Beta Pi Theta
not an impossibility.
comedy. The animation, naturalness, to be. If thc Sophomore Bulldogs had l l l ( , b v a s c o r e o ( 1 3 , g
United States. Mr. Russell said, we rue rivals of nati?c French actors.
ably
noble,
pure,
an-1
upstanding.
JefDona Barbarita. portisyed by Cathand smooth finish with which the cast felt any superiority before they met
Sophomores were particular* must have poets and men of letters as T h e principal parts will be:
T h c
erine Wright, was fascinating. She ferson Davis was chosen president ot
their
blue
and
gold
opponents,
a
f
t
e
r
,
,
,
s
t
r
o
n
g
c
c
n
t
p
r
n
n
d
t
h
e
J
u
n
o
r
s
w
e
r
(
gave the sparkling lines and rapid acAugusta Simpson
well as landowners and agricultural A Judge
casually announced t h a t she loved her t h e Confederacy because he was at that
t h | s capacily_
tion of the play made for the fullest en- a few minutes of playing they real- s o m c w h a t o f f
Mary Ella Horton
engineers at thc head of It; we must A Lawyer
three husbands most devotedly, and time one of the greatest men In the
ized that there would be a hard fight. F a c h l l m e a f o u l w a s m a d c t h „
joyment of every part.
Margaret Whlsonant
teach men to learn to work together A Doctor
"how she played them." She did not United States and the greatest man In
The teams seemed to be well-matched. s l | c n c e
opprcsslve-for each and have a common Interest; we must A Druggist
Phyllis
Yarborough
in
the
difficult
Frances
Bradford
In
the
South.
Even
Judge
Winston
of
mind being what her granddaughter
Due to the good playing of botii teams. , . l a s s e x | ) ( . c l ( . d l o ^
.. o i d r e l i a b l e - - keep at least 20 per cent, of the people A Secretary
Margaret Barton
calls " a slave." for she knew well North Carolina, the most critical biog- role of Jessie Hurley provided ample
it took much work and scheming for t a k c n o u t o n t h e v c r y n ( . x , m l s t a k c
Sara Fram
on the farms; and we must have local A Blind Man
enough how to rule. Her ancient wit rapher of Jefferson Davis, says of him. "squalls" for any cyclone, but William
either team to score. During the first s l l c m i g h t make. However, the gam- societies in which people can develop The Judge's Wife
Helen Mlxson
understood that "fine art." better than "He was the only man for the place. Brotighlon as Gene Hurley, her husA Servant
Susy Bryan
None other could have done as well." band. was able to retaliate with well quarter the scores were about even, a , . n d c d - t h e Sophomores were happv. economically and culturally.
her modern granddaughter, perhaps.
The plot concerns the marriage of
In conclusion Mr. McMaster advised matched fire. "The State" says: "This 6-6 tie being broken by a free shot a n d t h e J u n l o r , d e l c r m l n o d , B u t w h e r e
The friendly Intimacy of Maria Pepa
This great man seeing the conditions
taken by the Sophs. A score by o n c l d o , h c l c a m s s t a n d ? _ a l t h c
man
Broughton
Is
a
bright
star
In
the
the
Judge
to
a
wife
who
Is "beautiful
the
study
of
Jefferson
Davis'
life.
"You
and her mistress" wholly unconventional
that exist In our cities and the result
brilliant
firmament
of
the
Palmetto
side
would
soon
be
followed
by
a
score
_
t
u
n
t
l
l
Thursday!
but
dumb."
Distressed
over
her sad
lllllg n o w b l l l Jus
way of listening at keyholes produced will be proud to have been born In the
of unemployment realized the need of
Players."
from thc other team, so t h a t the score
Thursday Games '
plight he procures a doctor who miracSouth."
another source of fun.
such an organization In our country
Professor Joseph M. Stokes, as Joseph stood 10-10 at the beginning of the
ulously cures the afflicted lady.
Mrs. Vandlver had a surprise in store
Again on Thursday afternoon the
The Apparition was a most elegant
and that Is why he Is here.
Alas, she talks so incessantly t h a t
gym was bursting with a strange comgentleman. He embodied all the ease, for the audience In the presentation Meadows, young, rich, happy, and a f - second quarter.
In an afternoon conference In John- the poor judge Is nearly driven to inBoth teams came back determined to b l n n t l o n o f y e i i s - " C o m e on teams; "
poise, grace, and charm of manner one of the artist who painted the portrait. fianced to lovely Lydta Webster, prep c ^ _ t h e pep:" "Get f i a t Ball." son Hall "AE" discussed the varied sanity. In desperation h e again seeks
expects of a Spanish gentleman. Kath- Mrs. Marlon Patterson Rldgcway of rented a pleasing drawing room man- break the tic and get in the lead.
problems
of
agricultural
life.
This
In,
ner. which, however, was considerably "Oski-wow-wow! Ipsi-wec-wec! Soak . . O o o d W O r k - k e e p it up;" "Fine work,
the aid of the doctor and begs him to
erine Anderson knows well how to por- Columbia.
'em. Thirty-Four!" was answered with B e r t
. . a o o d s h o l carlotta!" Such a formal discussion showed more clearly end his suffering by making his wife
ol w
the
exercises. | ruffled by• the cyclone. Miss
nAt
i the
m e close v«
i t vchapel
. — —
— Margaret
——
tray all of these qualities and she was at
the magnetism of his personality. In dumb again. This the doctor refuses
o f s u g g c s t l o l l s W ere ren.
her best. Rosario had every reason to the organist played a recessional, while | Mann, playing the willful Lydla. In- •Let us fight to thc end of thc game,
irt of conversation he Is at his to do. but does put the Judge out of
terpreted
well
the
part
of
a
New
York
the
assemblage
adjourned
to
the
liSophomore
Class!"
And
thc
Sophs
did
throughout
the
entire
afternoon,
d
e
r
c
d
say "yes."
society girl, and Mrs. W. C. Abel as fight hard enough to be in the lead A l l d w n s l t a t o n t e s t ? Between sls- b'st. Questions led him to th« dtscus- his dilemma by—but that's one of the
Annie Margaret Zelgler. Lola Kirk- brary.
on of such varied things as Irish surprises you'll f e t at the French play
Here the portrait of t h e great man her mother furnished one of the es- at the half with a score of 19-12. Gam- ters a t that!
ley, and Grace McColhim were "brothterature. poetry, mythology, the Irish Tuesday night. Don't miss seeing the
s i n f e t h c games have been witnessed
ers" to he proud of. It was a charming was unveiled by Miss Adelene Raine* pecially bright spots of the evening. brcll and Markey succccdcd In ringolutton of 1916 and the revival of [talkative wife pursue her husband up
family c i r c l e - t h e three brothers. Dona IVid Miss Helen Mlxon. Mrs. J . Frost Professor Oscar L. Keith as Mr. Webster ing many baskets lor the Sophomores _ c s p,. c iallv those taking place on
( aellc culture.
a step ladder, or hearing the doctor
Barbarita. and "The Romantic Young Walker, ex-presldent of the South Car- cave an excellent Interpretation of a In spite of tin good guarding of Reeves. / h U r s d a y ~ l t has becom- more evising. Be at Johnson Hall auditorium at
olina Division of the U. D. C.. present- husband who thinks there Is no woman and Rogcr-< The Freshmen were
dcnl than ever t h a t the fine spirit
Lady."
Mr.
and Mrs. Critchfield of Orange- 8:00 and get a real taste of Paris.
whom
he
can
not
manage.
be disheartened by the Sophomores' prevailing at Wlnthrop Is most remarkJanet Jcakc. as Irene, the secretary ed t h e portrait to Wlnthrop College
burg
visited
their
daughter.
Frances,
There was a corps of delightfully lead of seven points at the beginning a b l , . " S l s t e r s ' - t h a t ' s thc word, and
to t h e Apparition, and "earth's one and Dr. Klnard accepted it on behalf
Recently the American Home Ecoon Sunday.
correct and efficient servants In the of the last half of the game. Although . that's thc reason!
discreet woman." was a perfect match of the Institution. As an appropriate
nomics Association appointed Dr. Sadie
play. James A. Galloway as Mr. Mead- excellent playing had been exhibited!
Senior-Sophomore Game
for Carlotta Knobeloch—the bachelor close for t h e exercise. "Hotf Firm a
Dr. Sadie Stark entertained the Stark to serve on two national comows" man. Evans, has the heaviest part during the first half of the game, even , During the first quarter of this game,
Foundation"
was
sung.
This
hymn
was
home management family at tea Tues- mittees. one ethical practices, the other
friend, a regular Don Juan.
(Continued on page four.)
more enthusiasm was shown in the last
(Continued on page four.)
Mr. Davis' favorite.
(Continued on pane three.)
day afternoon.
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"Saying today that I was » t
yesterday is naying t h a t I
wiser today than I was yes
day."—Selected.

us life can not be overestimated.
We hope that this second
World Christian Fellowship Conference at Winthrop will not be
the last.
E. G.

ality. morals or mentality is not
found in human beings, and consequently adopts the attitude of
tolerance, of "live and let live"
toward the co-sharers of life
Where this is done there will be
a rich heart where wealth i3 not
an ugly beggar—and mankind
will probably come flocking for
fraternity, company and understanding.
C. C.
DANGEROUS READING
Someone has said, "Reading
is dangerous because it is so often a substitute for thinking."
One o"f the greatest crimes a person can commit is accepting for
cold facts everything recorded in
print.
In the modern development of
civilization when time occupies
such a limited space, it is true
that people are constantly sacrificing the weighing of vital
problems and the dissection of
pertinent questions for the accepted conclusions and opinions
of the individuals behind the
press. Too often the press correspondent through prejudice
on the subject, through influence of personal likes of dislikes,
or for some other reasons, does
not present the material in facts
alone. The writer may intentionally give an impression of indecision in order to stimulate the
readers' thoughts. If you read
and gulp—what have you profited?
Some papers, like books,
'must be read and digested."
Every individual should have
opinions all his own. There is no
better way to develop ideas than
to disagree and dispute. The inquisitive mind is the thinking
mind. The indolent mind is the
mind that takes the opinions of
others after they have been
formed and accepts them. There
is no more helpless person than
that person who leans upon another for decision of thought,
word, and deed.
The individual who thinks
today will be the individual who
acts tomorrow.
M. 0 .

JOHNSONIAN

SUCCESS BY CHOICE
Success in the majority of
cases is directly the result of a
wise choice. Many of us fail to
sec this or, seeing it, choose to
ignore it. The real signilicauce
of this factor in our lives is
worthy of reflection.
Today we live iii a world
where law, convention, and personal right bulk equally large as
long as the latter does not encroach upon the rights of another. In such a world, law
says that we must do this or
that; convention says that this
is the proper thing to do; personal right says that we are free
to do as we wish as long as we
manifest adequate regard for
the rights of those about us. Under such circumstances, a choice
is constantly demanded and almost invariably we find that
there is a close correlation between the wisdom exercised in
making the choice and the degree of success attained.
Someone has said, "There is
only one way to do a thing; and
that is the right way." To us,
that is only the idealistic way
of viewing the case. For example, there is the easy way
which is often the least desirable with regard to the ultimate
result. There is the more laborious method which generally
insures a greater final gain.
There is a right way; there is
a wrong way, and there arc
many ways between the two.
We see, therefore, that we artconstantly called upon to choosi
our method of doing things. Th.
choice may, at times, be rtiaiL
unconsciously, but the fact thai
we do a thing a certain way is
proof that either knowingly or
otherwise we have chosen that
particular method.
What student is not confronted by problems? Some of these
problems are solved by thought;
others by speech; and still others by action. The satisfactory
solution is in each case directly
dependent upon a wise choice,
whether it be of a line of
thought, of speech, or of action.
M. W.

children. One afternoon iny Mother
told uie 11 1 Mould p:uita>c not to go
near, that she would Mion me the tiniest little boy I'd ever seen, tone took
my chubby little hand and led me up
the slulrs and out on the sleeping
porch. The window to sister's rooin
was open lU'd Auntie was standing
there with a quivering bundle ol llaiinel. Slowly she turned buck the blanket, to reveal the tiny, pink face ol
u little baby.
"Muvver, 'here did he cum from?
Tan I hold 'inr? Is 'e donna lay 'ere?
What's lie name?" came tifliibling out
like bullets in their rapidity.
Mother 'rled to explain to her querulous little daughter. All the small
girl remembered was t h a t the little
new boy was to stay, and t h a t she
might play with him as soon as "Mr.
Whooping Cough" went away.
Pictures that 1 shall keep throjgn
the years: mv earliest riT«!!ectlons.

Rock Hill Dry Cleaning Co.
THE OLDEST THE LARGEST
THE B E S T E Q U I P P E D
Phone 755
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Lee, Prophylatic, Dr.
West. 50c value, 3 9 c

Ratterree Drug Company

CATAWBA LUMBER COMPANY
LUMBER AND MILLWORK

HOPLiKSS
"The gingham doc and the calico cat
Side by side on the table sat;
Twas half-past twelve, and (what do
do you thlr.k!)
Not one nor t'other had slept a
wink!"
BASKETBALL
YOUR CLOTHES AND YOU
Poor Frisk yawned until his embroidThe Basketball season at WinWave you ever stopped lo
ered mouth snapped, and pretty Puff
tiirop
added
another
star
in
the
tiiu.K uuu your appe<u auce reshook her pink yarn whiskers s -.vugely.
llecis your ciiaiactcr, your per- Crown ol Athletics. Each class
Twelve-thirty, and they weren't asleep
yet. Asleep! How could they sleep when
sonality, aiiu you.' .-is ueiinueiy deserves much credit for the
four giggling Winthrop girls were d-sas uoes a Uypsy s auunoant use splendid sportmanship and enturbing the midnight silence of the
01 beads renect her love ol thusiastic support s h o w n
dormitory with thci.- < nd'ess ciictter.
jewelry, so does your daily ap- throughout the season.
"Mee—ow". cried Puff from the d p t l i
The teams are of unusually
pearance reiiect your Ideas and
of her calico bosom, "if my claws were
a bit stronger I'd scratch t h a t abomfine quality this year and provtastes.
niable Edith until she became still.
A unilorm is a splendid lest ed themselves true athletes in
Then if I had any claws left I'd attack
01 your ability to prove vviial every sense of the word. They
Polly!"
you are and can be in spite ol a r e t 0 b e congratulated upon
"Bow. wow. darling" c. me the ansltheir
wer in Frisk's rich birlione, ":f ,ny
looking just like everybody e l s e .
splendid playing and tireteeth weren't false I'd staUfy my cau is easy to neglect personal | : l e s s practice in an effort to make
nine appetite or. a bit f Jerry's e.ir
appearance in a girl s unilorm I basketball season a success
For dessert I'd devour that pest of a
In due appreciation to the
school. "What's the use?"— is
Sarah! Perhaps peace weuid reign suteams
and
their
coaches
for
a
preme. then, and we'd be happy."
the favorite and lazy excuse. The
Another hour pussed: Frisk and Puff
•use is tnat you are indelibly splendid season of basketball
were faint and exhausted. Still Edith.
writing upon the nunds of your the student body doffs its hat!
Polly. Jerry and Sarah carried on
L. 31. W.
instructors and Iriends a lasttheir disconnected conversation.
ing impression— an impression
"Girls, 1 got the cutest letter from
INTOLERANCE
Bill today, and he said that he was
winch stamps you as a sweet,
Emerson says in his essay on
coming to Winthrop next weekend! I'm
tiatiuy, intelligent girl or a "Manners," "The secret of sucpositively thrilled to death!"
siouchy, untidy, "don't-care" no- cess in society is a certain heart"That is wonderful, but listen what
body. A wrinkled, dirty uniform, iness and sympathy—Without
my boy friend told me: he's made the
neglected shoes and hose, a limp the rich heart wealth is an ugly
team! Now. high and mighty Surah, you
won't be the only X. Y. Z. girl wearing
collar—if any—fairly shriek beggar." Here we are not intera Carolina block letter."
aloud the individual's personality ested in that superficial individFrom Sarah: "Have you by any
And who is going to believe that ual whose ambition it is to be a
chance remembered t h a t your honorthat person is a neat, dainty social leader for the sake of the
able hero might not ge* a block letter?
What then?"
someoody out of school?—No glory obtained from leading so"Aw shut up! Yo't're the most sucone! Daintiness is not a fad. ciety, but rather, we are concessful Joy-killer I have ever s e n . Of
Whrt one is in school she is us- cerned with that class of human- STUDENT-FACULTY RELAcourse, he'll get a block let'er! If h e
ually elsewhere.
TIONSHIPS
doesn't I'll kick him 1 "
ity which holds that no man can
MY EARLIEST RECOLLECTIONS
It is true that wearing the live apart from his neighbors,
In all of the progressive uni- "Now, honey, you know you don i "Oh yeah? If Jack doesn't win a
same dress every day makes it denying sympathy for their joys versities and colleges of today remember that!" Why will my family >block letter for you you'll give him the
air? And I thought you loved him!"
hard lo stay immaculate. But it and woes, and live his life abun- there is a decided trend toward persist In arguing t h a t I don't rememLove, love, love." sniffed the glngber the first wedding I ever saw? The
is surprising now neat a fresh dantly. Such a man becomes beneficial student-faculty rela- hearts
of girls, since the world began, ham dog to the calico cat." is t h a t all
. . . . . . . . .
.
tthey
h o v oever
v p r t talk
n l k nabout
hnut?
set ox collars and cuffs makes warped, losing the capacity for tionships brought about in a have thrilled
at the happiness of
" I do love him. but if he were una uniform. One minute's use of brotherhood and fraternal sym- natural manner. At Harvard bride. T h a t oft chanted rhyme,
successful as an athlete, he'd be a failan iron puts a crease into a pathy and interests that make this phase of the university is "Something old, something new,
ure as a business man. I couldn't marry
sleeve. One brush of a whisk- life richer.
receiving special attention. In Something borrowed something blue," a flop.
broom and a bit of cleaning
Intolerance of the minor pe- the five new halls that have re- brings a sparkle to t h e eyes, and a "That Isn't love" Insisted Jerry.
beat to the heart, whether
"Ditto" came In Edith s high soprano.
fluid tidies up a uniform. And culiarities of one's fellows to cently been erected on this quickening
the girl be young or old. My baby
yet there are some girls who such an extent that social com- campus, from six to twelve in- senses may not have comprehended On into the night the conversational
still don't know this!
munication with those persons structors have apartments ad- the solemnity of the occasion, but my ball rolled. The night matron tapjied j
warning on the door several times. At ,
Beads with uniforms are as becomes negligible is one mean.- joining those of the students. baby eyes understood full well t h a t last In desperation she opened the i
much in place as silver slippers of narrowing one's social life Living thus in the same house something unusual and Important had door and Insisted t h a t the girls stay '
taken place that June morning sixteen
on a tennis court. Would you There is the quotation express- with the students, eating with years ago. when my sister promised to quiet or go to :.leep. Quick to oblige
dare to wear a tea-dress to ing intolerance: "Every one is them, reading in the common honor and obey the man whom she they talked in whispers for a few mo- j
nients. After her reminding foot-steps
breakfast? Necklaces with "col- queer save me and thee, and rooms with them, and sharing loved.
had died away, their whispers became
lared" silk dresses are about as sometimes methinks thee's a the same smoking rooms with I, a f a t little bit of a girl, sat on the monotones, their monotones crcscendos.
edge of a big stair with my feet
|
absurd. How much neater is the little queer." Does this quotation them, a new understanding very
What Bill. Joe. and Earl had said;
dangling off. and solemnly surveyed
of
each
other
is
bound
to
follow.
what they did "on their last dates",
bring
to
mind
some
critical
acgirl who wears a dainty set of
the scene before me: Grandfather came
Of course, this is only one in decorously in his long "swallow- what they ex|>ccted do on their next
collars and cuffs and a pretty quaintance who has studied his
ones were proclaimed '•> loud enough
colored tie. There is style even friends' short comings and de- method of bringing about a more tall" coat, which h e wore only on tones for the whole oor..iltory to hear.
fects of character, and knows harmonious relationship between occasions of great Importance. With
to a uniform.
"Dates, dances, and dunces! "exmy mind's eye. I see him now: a very
just
how
each
defect
should
be
students
and
faculty,
but
it
claimed Puff, "and this is supposed
If your uniforms are dirty,
slender, upright old gentleman with
have them cleaned. If they are remedied; who is only too tal- proves that the leading college silver hair, and beard, and blue, blue to be a college. Frisk. I move that we
torn, sew them up. Get some ented at aping and mocking the men of our day realize that the eyes. He was a minister, and It was make our exit while the girls arc well
entertained."
clean collars. Polish you shoes. peculiarities and slight manner faculty and students can not be his duty that aay to unite his first "Next morning where the two had sat
granddaughter In marriage. Grace was
And live up to a charming per- isms of chance acquaintances entirely individuals apart.
The girls found no trace of dog or
lovely, as brides always are. I rememOn
our
Winthrop
campus
there
to
make
them
appear
awkward
sonality that is a Winthrop girl's
cat;
wondering what made her seem
or ridiculous to other people; is a decided taboo on associa- ber
Those girls suppose unto this day
prize possession.
as sweet and happy as she did. and
T h a t burglars stole that pair
who sit and shred the opinions, tions between students and in- why that strange gentleman seemed
L. M. W.
away!
beliefs, evaluations, ideals, and structors. Students as well as brave and strong. The wedding breakIN RECOGNITION
actions of their fellows with the faculty, disapprove of this rela- fast, the throwing of the bouquet, ana But the truth about the pup and
kitty.
the shower of rice, all meant nothing
knives
of
their
own
farseeing
tionship.
This
is
an
unfortunate
In our cry for something new
Is that they left Winthrop and
to me then: they were tiny threads
and different let's quiet down for superiority? Such a person must situation from which we hope that made a beautiful picture I shall
Rock Hill City
Saying as they stole away—
that which we have. We are not necessarily be labeled 'intolerant' to emerge. We do not insist not forget.
preaching gratitude, far from it, and not superior. Call to mind that our faculty members be re- Little boys, especially, and little giris, ' "Let's find a place where we can stay
Where the girls won't rave about boys
we are only suggesting that we the real heroes of the nation, or quested to leave Joynes Hall too, feel the call of adventure when
each day
learn the art of appreciation and the geniuses, leaders, and think- and come live with us in the the soldiers go marching by. In 1919,
Where we can have pca<x- in our
t h a t big brother, whom I Idolized, had
ability of recognizing a good ers of history, who were without dormitories but we do advocate gone far away to Mexico to help "Unvery own way."
that
we
be
allowed
to
meet
them
their
elevating
element
of
humilNow
gingham dog and calico cat.
thing when we see it.
cle Sam" quell the Insurrection there,
I'm sorry, dears, sirls don't grow
,0n our campus Friday and ity? How many of them con- on ar. equal social basis without and he became one of those khakilike t h a t !
Saturday, by the effort of the fronted with a new problem or condemnation. Natural contacts clad soldier*. My mother had been
S. I. E.
seriously 111 for weeks, and the crisis
Y. W. C. A., we had a confer- situation, with only a superficial between students and instruct- was approaching. The physician adence! And one that we feel lucky knowledge of the principle in- ors are helpful to both; the stu- vised "wiring" for my brother, as he
dents,
though
younger
and
more
in having—the World Christian volved, would come forth imfelt that a sight of her soldler-boymediately with an opinion or a inexperienced have something son might strengthen Mother. One
Fellowship conference.
The Central District of Alumnae,
We wish to express opr appre- firm conviction? Dogmatism and to offer the faculty, just as they frosty November day, as I sat on the composed of the counties of Calhoun.
front steps toasting In the sunlight, a
ciation to the Y. for bringing to aggressive superiority are the who are probably older and tall figure, in the garb of a United Clarendon. Lee, Lexington. Orangeburg.
us such intellectual and spiritual evidences of an immature and wiser, have something to give States soldier, opened the gate and Richland and Sumter, will hold Its anstimulation. We realize that it uneducated mind. The more an us. As long as there is a strain walked In. It was my brother, a nual conference in Sumter on March
was no small undertaking to plan intelligent person learns to look ed unnatural relationship be "really-truly" soldier, and I, his "baby 14.The president of tills district is Mrs.
and carry out sucessfully a con beneath the surface for real tween these two, there will be sis" soon found a nest In his arms. Julian Scale (Eleanor Hughson. '131.
Every shiny button, every glistening
ference as fine as this one prov- meanings; in proportion as one's lack of adjustment in our college buckle, every stitch of that uniform. A fine program Is being arranged and
ed to be. A decided change was knowledge of questions makes life. Why can we not look at the Is Imprinted on my mind. What a as this is one of the strongest districts
of alumnae, a very profitable experipermeated with germs of Inter- one broader-minded and enables situation in total perspective recollection 1
awaits those who attend.
nationalism, of interest in racial one to see more possible ways and meet it surely and sensibly ? The most startling of all my baby- ence
President and Mrs. Kinard, Dean B.
hood experiences was the arrival of
problems, and of intellectual cu- of interpreting a question right- Can we afford to ignore it?
my first little nephew. T h e mystery Y. Tyncr and others from the college
E. G.
riosity. We waked up to a real- ly, the less dogmatic one must
of life puzzles even those t h a t are old have been invited to be present.
ization of the vital issues of the necessarily become.
The Sumter Chapter is serving as
Randolph-Macon Is adopting the and wise; it completely overwhelms a
It is a wise mind that real- new quality point system of grading. Utle child. I had had whooping cough hostess on this occasion. Whatever the
world and the part we as stuizes
and
learns
to
accept
the
Winthrop
changed
to
this
system
a
few
for
some time, u i d as a result, I was Sumter Chapter of Winthrop Daughdents can play. The importance
ters
attempts, she docs well.
living
1<
complete
Isolation
from
other
fact t h i t perfection of person- year; ago.

Phone 148

Our "HOMEADE" candies are made fresh each day
In our own kitchen, always kept spotlessly clean,
By our experienced candy maker in his own way,
And our HOME COOKED meals delight any lovely
queen.
"There you are." (Unk)

THE CAROLINA SWEETS
Phone 79

East Main Street

Rock Hill, S. C.

•

Don't you like to see things shiny and bright?
Williams, "THE PAINT MAN," paints them right.
W illiams' paint looks good; it lasts a long time;
As is each week described in our little rhyme.
"There you are."

(Unk)

C. L. Williams Paint Co.
Rock Hill, S.C.

"We Apply It."

FREE!

With a purciia.se of Pachln Pine Tar Shampoo. 49c, we will give free
One Cake 25c .Mir Pachln Tar Soap
Whitman and Nunnally'a Candles

CALHOUN DRUG COMPANY

{ lOO V i s i t i n g C a r d s j
Engraved S | » 9 0
Plate Given Free
Is H i g h e s t QNew
uality Workmanship and

that . a h astivJty plays in camp

Material

Call At Oar Office and See Line of Cards and New Type Designs

Record Printing Co.

The Printers in the Church

Phone 164

Hampton Street

HOSIERY

Dexdale, Mojud, Hillcrest, Rita, and Betty Miller, dull
sheer chiffon and service weight hose, narrow panel
heels
1.25 t o 1.95
Lovely sheer chiffon and service weight hose, all the new
spring shades, special
1.00
Full fashioned all silk Hose, narrow panel heels, all the
wanted shades
59c or 2 pair for jl.OO

Silks and Piecegoods

39-INCH PIECE GOODS
Beautiful quality Flat Crepe in the new Spring shades,
green, blue, black, rose, cerise, navy, maize, white and
tlesh, also printed designs. Regular 1.39 and 1.69 quality, now on sale a t
98c
39-INCH PRINTED CREPE
New spring patterns with decided figures, gay coloring
in green, black, white, navy, red, and grey background,
1.39
-39-INCH FLAT CREPE PRINTS—STEHL1 SILKS
Floral patterns in large and small designs with light and
dark background, special at
1.69
36-INCH RAY-SPLASH
Pretty llecked patterns with Shantung weave in tan,
white, green, blue, and maize. Just the thing for spring
suits and sport dresses
69c
32-inch Year Round Zephyr—Floral patterns and dots in
zephyr prints, fast color
29c
36-inch Billie Broadcloth, dainty figures, dots and nursery patterns in mercerized broadcloth, fast colors....25c
36-inch Prints—Large stripes, dots, checks, and floral
patterns with white and colored background, fast
colors, a t
19c
36-inch Broadcloth in white, pretty mercerized finish, lac
36-inch Pique—white
15c
Pretty quality broadcloth in pastel shades

BELK'S

THE

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
INITIATES MEMBERS

Dr. Norma P. Dunning Engaged In'
Medical W a r t at Kalhapw, South
Enjoys Work

Wlnthrop Represented at Southern
Students' Conference Held a
l)uke University

Initiate* Required to State Debate o n '
1
Momentous Question as Test of
Intellectual Qualifications

Dr. Norma P. Dunning, resident physician of Wlnthrop for three years,
now medical missionary In India. Is
doing a work of much interest to her
many friends and admirers.
Dr. Dunning left Wlnthrop last June
and after a n Interesting trip on the
continent, sailed for India to begin her
work as head of MlraJ Hospital at Kalhapur, south of Bombay. Dr. Dunning
is exceedingly happy In her new home.
Her hours are filled with Interesting
work with—now and then—a little
play such as pouring tea for the Maharajol, or dining with the descendants of the Mohammedan Bejapur
kings In their three-hundred-year-old
palace.
TAW SIGMA BETA
Ever since she has been In India Dr.
T h e new members of the Tau Sigmi Dunning has been studying Marathlc.
Beta entertained the old members S a t - the native language, and she expects
urday evening, February ^8, at a charm- to be able to pass her examination in
ing and delightful party in cabaret May. Already she has begun to use
style. T h e hostesses, dressed attrac- licr knowledge of It to advantage. One
tively as waitresses, entertained with case of hysterical blindness, previously
dancing and music, after which deli- diagnosed as hopeless, she has cured.
cious refreshments were served.
•'The fun of t h a t case was that I did
The hostesses: Misses Frances Hend- It wltn my feeble Marathl, not Engley, Anne Dyer, Emily Turner, and lish," she reports. " I have, as a reFrances Humphries. The guests In- sult, one hundred rupees towards the
cluded: Misse Emma Joyce. Catherine light for the operating room."
Hurrah for the Freshmen; Did they
Bussey, Edna Davis, Ida Bryan. MarWorking hours are from dawn till
guerite Shlppey, Gwendolyn Dill. Dell dawn In India. The doctors have to beat the upperclassmen In bowling?
Llndsey, Sadie Smith, Alma Hudson, go In their cars and bring the patients Well. I'll say! It was a great tournament!
The Freshmen hold first place,
and Maxle O'Brien.
back to the clinics a t the hospital.
the Sophomores come second, the J u n From a n account of one of these trips
P. K. P.
iors insist on'being third, and. in orto the out-statlon at Islampur, we see
Honoring their new members. Thelder. come the Seniors.
something of the India In which Dr.
ma Robinson, Nancy Jones, Nell HolThe faculty men made the highest
Dunning works. She says. "And there
iday, Dot Wakefield, Luclle Welburn,
In a whitewashed, stone-washed, mat- score of the evening—defeating the
Donye Warren, the Phi Kappa Phi
faculty women.
ting floored and celllnged room, I
delightfully entertained at the Perl"Maggie" holds high score. He had
watched fourteen operations t h a t bewinkle Tea Room Saturday night. Each
gan at seven-thirty, after an altcr- 144 individual points.
pledge was presented with a club key.
In the contest, the Juniors played the
noon's treatment of medical cases, and
The old members present were: MoSophomores, and the Seniors, the
lasted until eleven o'clock. So we had
zelle and Mildred Kirkpatrlck, Agnes
Freshmen.
dinner at eleven-thirty p. m„ and drove
Ellison, Virginia Gray, Ruth Hendricks.'
Power! I ask you! It's here at Wlnhome through the white, meteorSara Ellison. Lillian Kitchens, and Carstreaked, moonlight night—past sleepy throp. =nd we hand it to you -class of
nice Jennings.
'34! Keep up your good work and even
bullock cart.' and tiny, fires gleaming
sportsmanship!
In the chilly flat fields beyond the ban- |
yan trees on the roadside. As we sleepy i ARE PRINCETON MEN RIGHT?
doctors and nurses tumbled out of the
According to a recent vote at Prince(Continued from page one.)
car at home at two o'clock In the morn- I ton. the Freshmen prefer marks to
Guillermo and Maria Pipa. should Ing, I thought of the half dozen or
sports. By a vote of 300 to 228. It was
have gotten together. Both of them are more eye cases and as many medical
decided that the Pill Beta Kappa key
characters such as one meets but once cases who were still walking back home 1
was more desirable than a major alliIn a lifetime. Olive Nettles and Mar- to their villages after having waited
Ictlc letter!
garet Yeadon played these parts.
without food from dawn, only to go un- I
Amalla. sophisticated dancer, gave operated upon because sheer weariness
If "pro-season dope" may speak.Cita delightfully wicked touch to the play. and lack of time compels a skillful sur- !adel will have a strong diamond team
Adele Ford showed her ability In this geon to stop somewhere In the wailing | this year. Only three of the sixteen
part.
men who made letters last year will
In summing up we feel t h a t the play
There are many marvelous things to I not be back.
was a notable achievement for all of see and do in India, and Dr. Dunning j
the actors.
is enjoying it all; but her heart Is in ; Wednesday night. February 2fl. saw
T h e audience appreciated the musical her work of healing, and her chief Joy ' the first water polo game ever played
entertainment both before the play and comes from that. She has eight major a t Duke University. The contest took
between the acts. Thelma White played operations- to her credit, besides the place between the varsity and FreshToccata, by James Rogerr. a pipe organ innumerable minor ones which come man swimming squads Tills new sport
solo, as opening number: two violin all in a day's work; she is managing j has aroused considerable interest
solos. Tambourln Chlnols by Krelsler. a hospital of her own; and she is win- I among the better swimmers at the unland Pale Moon, by Logan-Krelsler were ning the hearts of all those near her jI versly. It Is hoped t h a t this game Is
played by Mary Hammond between the for the cause she went to serve.
i the first of a series to he played In the
first and second acts: and Mary Eliznear future.
abeth Dunlnp gave two organ numbers- NEW MEMBERS AT MUSIC CLUB
Pastorale Prelude, by Boellman and
In reading the different collegiate
Scherzo In B Minor, by Rogers, be- Miss Roth Give* Interesting Talk on II sport columns, one Is amazed to find
Development of Organ Music
tween the second and third.
I such a variety -boxing, wrestling.
T h e Wlnthrop Music Club had Its
Margaret Llndler had charge of the
|swimming, tennis, water polo, basketprogram. Mary Agnes Crews, was re- February meeting last Monday, Marc!) ball. baseball, and rifle shooting. Thus.
sponsible for the properties and the 2. The topic discussed was "The Con- It Is assumed that there Is little excuse
tickets and advertising were managed trast Between Ancient and More Mod- for one not to take a r a r t In one of
ern Organ Music." There was a short
by Drucllla Gee and Luclle Ackers.
these sports, however minor It might
business meeting, after which the fol- be! Physical development Is quite a nemini
lowing program was given: Margaret
Williams gave a selection by Bach, representing the older music, and Thelma
We read with a great deal of interWhite's "Sonata" by Roberts was an est concerning the intra-mural athInterpretation of the more modern letics taking place at many colleges.
school. Miss Jeannettc Roth traced This has always been the policy at
|
Chinawaie
| the development of organ music from Wlnthrop—and is fast being pursued
|
Novelties
| the beginning of the master instrument hv other colleges- especially those ol
the present day. She also told of considerable size. This gives each stuseveral Interesting experiences while on dent a chance to share in athletics.
trips abroad. New memben were taken
Who will win the S. I. C. tournaInto the music club at this meeting
The following were recommended by ment? Will Alabama walk away with
their teachers and Mr. Roberts as elig- everything again this year?
ible for membership in the Music Club:
Dr. Kinard lias asked the students
Margaret Arant. Caroline Richardson.
Sara Marguerite Williams. Louise Shir- to discontinue skating, as its continley. Zole Bishop. Abbie Bryan. Fran- uance Is a great responsibility for the
ces Bradford, Lillian Pitts, Alberta college to take. So lei's take this disThomas, Mary Evelyn Oliver, Wilma appointment like good sports and resort to the tennis courts, the bowling
Swearlngln. Catherine Cox. Rachel
Kennedy. Edna Mae McKinncy. Alice alleys, the basketball courts, or May
Diy practices. It's all exercise just
Gaines, Alice Good. Harriet Carothers.
Alice Bishop. Sallle Ou Watson. Eu- the same!
L K.
On Saturday evening, February 14,
the Phi Sigma Kappas entertained In
honor of their new members, Kitty
Wall, Julia Brown, Harriett Lyles, Sara
Mae Hester, Clarabel Graham, and
Maggie Blackwell. A valentine scheme
was carried out and baskets of hearts
were used as place cards. A salad
course, with coffee and heart-shaped
cakcs, was served. T h e club members
entertaining were Luclle Sutherland,
Martha Cureton, S ara Stewart. Rachel
Baker. Mary Chastaln, Betty Hendricks.
Lois Stewart, and Annie Mae Hendricks.
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Winihrop Jewelry
and Novelties

Mr. Troy Langston of Tlmmonsvllle
Wlnthrop College was represented
The initiation ceremony for the new
visited his sister, Jewel, Sunday.
by English Bostlck, Caroline Schlffley
members ol the Psychology Club was
Margaret Brlce, and Mary Nunce Daniel
Held at live o'clock on Monday afterat the eighth annual meeting of the
noon ui Johnson Hall. Alter meeting
Southern Students' Conference
informally with Uie club In the lobby,
International Relations which was
inVlt£d u stalr5
Mrs. Kiel. Jr.. visited Claire S m y e r i " ' 6
"
held at Duke University. Durham, N. C.
the president, Ccclle Chapman, advised
February 27, and 28. The sixty-five
them to consider the seriousness ol
delegates, representing twenty-one
the step which they were about to take,
southern colleges were the guests of
und warned them that as a linal prooi
Duke University, and while In Durham
of their Intellectual qualllications lor
stayed at the Washington-Duke Hotel.
Mrs. W. W. Brlce of Chester visited membership in the club, they must deAmong the outstanding delegates at- her daughter, Elizabeth, Sunday.
bate upon a query now causing much
tending the conference was Miss Domconcern In tiie psychological world. The
ltlla Domenech, of the University of
Mr. McCleave of McConnellsvIIle vis- query was stated by the president, and
Porto Rico, in San Juan. She added ited his sister, Louise, Sunday.
the prospective members proceeded to
greatly to the International feeling at
enlighten their hearers on the posithe conference, and made several brief
tive and negative aspects of the questalks on different occasions.
The most eminent speakers adllie members ol the club not being
dressing the conference were Dr. Ed•utisiied with these intellectual strugward S. Coruln. Princeton University,
gles, decided that the debaters should
who spoke on the "Foreign Relations
oe
subjected to a linal attempt to prove
of China;" Dr. Fred Rlppy. Duke Uniuielr I. Q.'s. These Intelligence tests
versity. who led a round table discus• e r e tner. administered by Dr. Rogers,!
sion on Latin America: Monsieur
but in vain. The "would-be Initiates' |
Pierre de Lonux. Director of the P a n s
were presented with becoming dunceInformation Office of the League of
caps. whhe the members discussed the
Nations, who spoke "On the Outlook
question of what should be done In
for Disarmament;" Dr. Calvin B.
this dilemma.
Hoover. Duke University, leading a
round table discussion on "Russia;" Dr.
It was decided that since the cereGeorge Grafton Wilson. Harvard Unimony had been allowed to proceed
versity. who talked effectively on
thus lar, and since there was a possibility that allowance should be made
"Limitations in the Effectiveness ol
lor the uiuiatcs, in consideration 01
Treaty Provisions;" and Pres. Frank
Graham. University of North Carolina,
their trying situation, thai it would
on "International Relations."
be udvisabie to let the ceremony go
The meetings were presided over by
lorward. Those wearing the dunce
J . I. Morgan. Jr.. of Dune, president of
Lois Gregg's sister was on the campu; caps wore then bllndlolded, subjected
the convention.
to further initiation, and finally led
While there, the delegates attended
downstairs to a secret formal Initianumerous social functions. Among these
tion service.
a reception, a luncheon, and a
At tins time Miss tiradlleld was welbanquet.
comed into the club as an honorary
At a business meeting held ou Satmember. The new members are: Anurday morning, it was decided that Rolnie Margaret Zelgier, Edna White,
lins College in Florida, would be the
Mary Lee David and lone Wheeler. The
next meeting place of the convention.
charter members ol the club are: Dr.
The four delegates will talk more In
Kogt'is, Ceclle Chapman, Nancy Wandetail concerning Duke University and
namaker, Caryl Mance, Sara Ruth
the various ideas gained there at the
Merrill. Ruth Alexander, Catherine
regular I. R. C. meeting on Wednesday
Wyman. Isabel Harrell, Margaret Gorafternoon. March II, at 4:45.
don. Kathleen Spearman, Wllleen Estridge,
Marguerite Smith, Louise DanLEAGUE FEATURES DEBATE
liuby Hipp, Rachel Gilliam and
mother visited Arlme Crenshaw.
Resolved, That Moving Pirturcs Are
Necessary to Education
At llie regular meeting of the Debaters' League last Wednesday, the
program consisted of a debate on the
subject, "Resolved. That Moving PicAre Necessary to Our Modern
Scheme of Education." The affirmaslde of the query was upheld by
Dora Owens. Eleanor Belk. and Grace
Huggins: the negative, by RuthTliomLurline Hicks, and Gertrude
Bailey. The affirmative argued that
lust leant from experience; that
education is a means of teaching and
arning: that really good pictures are
resented, making learning a more Investing and valuable process. They
uted that up-to-date schools use plctres to offset the artificial situations
•t up In education: that pictures appeal to all types; and that concreteis a necessary complement to verbalism.
The negative contended that cducaan had developed before movies were
known, and our greatest men lived bcire the time ot the cinema which
»«• is derogatory to Imagination and
asouing. Furthermore, movies give
reigners false impressions of Amcra and arouse animosity. Literary
masterpieces are slashed up. For Instance, Barrio's "Admirable Crichlon"
became "Male and Female." Quoting
from eminent authorities, and giving
nany valuable statistics, the negative
naintained t h a t the results of the
thirty years of moving pictures had
undermined national ideals and moral
landards, and were even conducive to
rime. Lurlint Hicks and Eleanor
Jelk gave the rebuttal, and ably dei nded their arguments. Alter the deate. an audience decision was rendered
II favor of the affirmative.
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Phonographs Repaired
Called for and delivered
THE MUSIC STORE
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TEACHERS:—
Join a live, wide-awake energetic Teachers Agency.
We
guarantee you SERVICE.
Wilkes Teachers Agency,
Rock Hill. S. C.
HO Peoples Bank Bldg. Phone

CONTEST!

SS.OO
IN GOLD
FOR BEST DESIGN
FOR

STICKER
WINTHROP COLLEGE
ANI) W I N T H R O P
TRAINING SCHOOL
Only

Students

of

College

T . S. Eligible
CONTEST CLOSES MAR. IS

LONDON PRINTERY

IVIXTIIROP REPRESENTED AT
STUDENT VOLUNTEER MEETING
The annual Student Volunteer Conference opened at Coker College yesterday. Friday, March 6. and will continue through Sunday, the 8th.
The theme of the conference Is,
World Evangelism Our Challenge."
Wlnthrop is represented by Misses HelII Witherspoon, Nancy Jones, Helen
Ruth Chambers and Lucille Acker.

TIIE ANNIVERSARY

An exhibition of fine eolored prints
of the great masterpieces will be given
the Wlnthrop Training School from
March 9 to 13. These may be seen anyday from 8:30 to 5:30. The admission
i cents. One may return as many
as she likes for the one admission price.

(From the Microbes True Sloryl
February and March! Two months
if the winter season that are connotative of more than the falling mercury
and blustery north winds, for it is the
time that a mast renowned annual
m t occurs. It Is the marriage annirsary of two rather distinguished
persons. Strange as It may seem, in
spite of all their fame, the world knows
very little about these two. It is true
the "Germicidal Who's Who" classifies them as microscopic, and. if one
would take the time to count, their
ages would probably parallel that of
Methuselah. But—nothing more!
The following bit of the life history
of these two still existing personages
Import is obtained from the Microbe's True Story:
Many, many years ago this little lady
of obscurity and the debonair gentleman of the hidden past grew tired of
absolute Isolation. es)iecially
as It bccamo the fashion for all the ! •
unattachcd to drop the prefix. So. they ; g
lid. with the usual number of csscn- •
Hal blushes, coy glances, and honeyphrases. But the story doesn't end with : J
the fairy talc—"and they lived hap- | •
pily ever after." Instead, tills married | •
mple has had a very, very difficult 1 J

The educational movie on Monday
evening, March 0, at 6:30 will be "The
genia Cox, Mary Rawllnson. Sara
Don't be bashful concerning your Last Days of Pompeii." a photo masSmith, and Edna Thomason.
ncsthetic qualities—but sign up for terpiece ou six reels adapted from the
"Dependable Since 1887"
May Day! Who said you couldn't novel by Lord Bulwer Lytton. The
treatment of the story lollows Bulwer
Lyt ton's novel closely.
The "Sport Spy" wishe
time.
j•
The Wlnthrop College Alumnae will
"The play's the thing." So it seems
In the first place, the lady Is en- . •
upon Hie swift Junior passes, the nuhold a get-together meeting during the
MODERN
FIRE PROOF
merous Sophomore goals, the form and with colleges. Alter reading several tlrely too hasty in her actions. In other j •
State Teachers' Association on Friday
team-work of the Seniors, and the pa|>ers, we find that Shaw's play. words, she leaps before she thinks, and ; B
evening. March 27. 5:30 to 7:30, in the
commendable fighting spirit of the "Devil's Discipline," is to appear early then, as the fates would have It. what i •
ball-room of the Jefferson Hotel. TickIn March at the Washington State she thinks is absolutely contrary to ! •
Freshmen.
ets to this will be obtained at the auNormal School. At Duke Universltv the Ideas of her husband. He Is a man
ditorium and must be secured before
Watch the Athletic Bulletin Boattl! this week the Taurian Players will pre- rather slow in his ways, but once ho
2:00 o'clock on the day of this reccp
sent "Loose Ankles," a sparkling com- starts anything he Is sure to make a
tlon. The Columbia Chapter of Wlnedy by Sam Janncy. At Boston Uni- thorough Job of It. One of his most
Serving Regular Meals or
throp Daughters will serve as hostess
versity rehearsals arc beginning on peculiar characteristics is his way of
Ala Carte
on this occasion.
"Pirates of Penzance," in collaboration dawdling over affairs in such a manSpecial Sunday
Dr. Mary Harris Armor will speak at with the University College of Music.
ner that simply infuriates his stronger
Last week Mrs. C. P. Hammond and chapel on Tuesday, March 10. Dr. ArA series of one-act plays is being run half. Consequently, when she sees fi'.
Ethel and Wardlaw Hammond of Spar- mor has been called the woman oraat the Mississippi College for Women.
take matters in lior own hands, she
tanburg visited Mary Hammond.
tor of America. Many tributes have
Some of which are: "A Sunny Morn- usually puts an end to them—one way
been paid her by the press In this couning." "All on a Summer's Day." and
• another.
try and other countries of the world.
"Nevertheless." On February 21. at
Such Is their life. Though they ma\
The Vanguard. Wellington. New ZeaConverse, the Sophomore Scandals" regard it as being pleasant, the public
land. made the following comment:
were presented.
sees lit to think otherwise, lor the con"Has captivated New Zealand audi'stant bickering is somewhat nerveences wherever she has spoken."
Margaret M.iyficld, class of '30. Lucia
racking. especially during the monthAllison, class of 27. and Verna Fittz.
Mr. and Mrs. I M. Wcver and Miss
of Fibruary and March. Then. It Is
class of '27, >pent the wceit-ci a t t h
most wise to practicc caution and prcPhone y o u r orders to 660. W e deliver half gallon o r • Frances Wevcr of Anderson and Mr. college.
,
Icauuon. to avoid the play day of this |
more
• Bill Watklns of the University of Virginia were t h e guests of Lena Miles
money with Johnsonian couple—the anniversary of Minnie N. |
Wever last week-end.
[ Git la and N. Flu Inza
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STYLE, QUALITY
and PRICE
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All silk full-fashioned, best
. quality, Senior Class and Nebel
—all new leading shades
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$1.00

New lot Lingerie, specially
priced, best quality Bloomers,
una-uou

$t.oo

Pajama Suits, QOn

printed broadcloth, Q Q U

See Our New Evening Dresses
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IE
I IS AZALEA TIME

1
.lunior-Fre>hiiun Game
fingers which are supposed to bo sllIsn't It a pity t h a t we cau l always be ver (but I really doubt It). The rings
vsiimui? Of course it is, especially reach from the bottom of your little
Petroleum Products of Quality
luii basketball season comes urounu! j finger 'most to tile nail—which makes
ir at the Junior-Freshman game. it rather awkward. But of course that
Five Station! to serve you
And so it was that m 1843, because Thursday alternoori, everybody
Is one of the biggest tilings we learn
Charleston Annually Visited by Thou
of a physical disability, the Rev. John cept the Juniors) were pulling lor the up here—not to complain when things
•ands During Ike Peak of Bloom
Grlmke Drayton stepped into tin Freshmen. Naturally the Seniors would don't go right—'cause if you do. you're
at Magnolia and Middeiton
great-out-or-doors and with the sim- but the Sojihomorev-.well, probably called a "chronic" compialner. which
ple beginiung oi a white and
they remember the sympathy they sounds like a terrible thing to be callat the foot of his ivy-colored steps de- wished lor last year! Anyway, the ed, so of course everybody tries not
By M. BISHOP ALEXANDER
Charleston, S. C.—*3pecii4>—;Behind veloped the garden which has since Freshmen deserve every bit ol the to be one. I think the main purpose
canopies oi dc.lcute Spanish mobs which been a delight and inspiration to count- support they received—lor they were of the club—as far as I can lind out
—is to give everybody something
surely good.
hang from ag"-old oak a n d cypress lie less thousands.
H i e Jmuors were qutte surprised "good" to eat once a month; and it
Upon the death of Mr. Drayton in
two romantic gardens of ilie OIU South
sure comes in good. I can't tell you
which herald In vivid color the coming 1881 the property was inheriieu by his when the Freshmen scored the lirst
of Spring to Charleston. These gardens eldest daughter, Julia Drayton, wile oi point. '£hey immediately lound out the name of my club yet. as I haven't
are portions of two great old plantation the late William S. Hastie, ot Charles- that they must buckle down if they in- learned how to write symbols. But I'll
keep
on practicing and maybe 111 Irani
estates, Magnolia on-Jie-Ashley and ton. Mrs. Hastie died in 1K20. leaving tended to win irom little sisters." So,
day.
Affectionately.
a result of a loul and free throw,
Middleton Place. Both are open to the the Magnoliu Gardens to her only surYour Daughter. Sal
rlotta ringed one. Was there re"Say It With Flowers"
public a few brief weeks each year dur- viving son, C. Norwood Hastie, •!...
M. M.
joicing? Well, ear-stops would have
present owner.
ing their period of bloom.
Flowers For Any and All
helped!
From January through the early part
History of Middleton Place
The
.students
at
Mississippi
State:
Occasions
During the first quarter, there was
The Peruvian navy, following the
of March the gardens are famed lor
Equally as romantic is ilie history ol
College for Women have raised the
lead of revolting army garrisons, has
the Camellia Japonlca and in March Aliduleton Place wmcn likewise extends a continuous He—and it ended with an question as to whether there should be
forced the resignation of President
and April lor the multi-colored Azaleas. back more than two centuries aud a 8-B score. Smith, in guarding Elliot, optional second semester exams f o r '
Oanchei Curo and set up a new gov(Continued from page one.)
Magnolla-on-thc-Aihley is but twelve half. Soon after the original land grant showed unusual ability. At the halt, seniors. There are many answers in
ernment In Peru.
and in spile of a masked curiosity nilles from historic Charleston. Four m 1675 the estates came into posses- the Juniors were leading by a 18-14 last week's "Spectator." some favorable :
about his master's doings. Is evidently miles further, on the same splendid and sion ol the Middleton lamny through score. Even during the third quarter and some unfavorable. Here are argu- I
Three of the nine women members a first class fellow. Alice Prloleau as picturesque highway, is Middleton the marriage oi the heiress of John there was a remarkable difference ol
Hampton Street
L'l-ie. But then—the Freshmen rallied!
ot Congress went out of office on the housekeeper, Crandall, depicts well Place.
Phone 193
House Phone I7J
Williams to Henry Middleton, in whose |
"What Is an examination? Is it not
. ..
,And did they woik? Spruill gave each
March 4. They a r e Ruth Hanna Mc- the bustle and hurry ot such an lml a e owners 01 tne two g.eat ances- decendan*
the ownership has continu- b a | |
vxccllem s t a r l _ u l l d Ule Ior.
an opportunity to draw together the j
Cormlck, Pearl Peden Oldfleld, and por'ant person. Henry White as Ed- tral estates r.ave earned u.i una pre- ed down to the present time.
|ttards
,
, scraps of learning acquired In a course?
| wards didn't I a l l l o d o l h ( r d u l y
Katherlne Langly. Mrs. Langly Is the wards and Marie Od.ui as the maid served tnrou^ii several generations w e
1
Henry Middleton, who was later pres- McDaniel substituted for Townsend In An attempt to approach the subject
only one who plans to run for re-elec- complete a perfect staff of domestics.
rnspued plans of those who many years idem oi tne Continental C'ougre:
as a whole? And do not seniors mors '
in I the third quarter.
Wllmot Jacobs gave a touch of char- ago planted tne tirst Howe.' »nd laid
1740 sent to England lor an experience
Really, the cxcitement ol the spec- l hau underclassmen need this correacter acting in his part as McCracken. out. tne tirst pathway m tne bcautuui
andscape gardener named Wilson
tutors was amazing. The score was nip lating influence? Our education is at
the Scotch dog man. Professor Robert South Carolina low-country. Always rebest so much a thing of shreds and
ier wnose guidance a hundred slaves
was the brawny, blustering, Irish
ii me i x n u s 01 u n u c t .meai workeu lor ten years to lay out ter- and tuck until the llnal blowing of the patches that we hhould think well be- ,
whistle. It was lound that the Juniors
policeman. Jack Hall as Dr. Hearns dccendcnts, the cur&u* have received
races, rei lection pools and beds oi defeated the Freshmen by only three fore discontinuing a practice which I
Buy one pound can good Cold
and Joseph Faulk as Cassldy, the Jan- lender and affectionate care. These
There are 15,000.000 radio receivers
flowers. With his slave workmen tne points—and the final score was 32-29. tends toward concentration and a com- !
(learning Cream for 7Sc and get
being operated In American homes. In itor, completed the remarkably well gardens on the bank of the Ashley c-iigusii gardener completed oy Ulo
And so it was decided- the Juniors prehenslve view."
selected cast.
a 5®<- package Kleenex Free.
River, where the tidal marsh grass is
1929 more receivers were sold than In
only tne lormal terraces, wanes and Seniors were to play lor the cup!
"Yes, I think seniors who are up :
T h e "Baby Cyclone" was produced greenes, are truly landscape pictures
the history of the industry.
ornamental waters but sKiiiluhy
with their averages, quality points, ac- •
Seniors Defeat Juniors
with a smoothness of technique which is painted by nature. John Galsworthy has
iea the glory ol tne coastal lorcsts
Enthusiasm u"d more enthusiasm! tlvity points, etc.. should be given the ,'
The preparatory work for the League a well-deserved credit to Mr. Dean as termed the Magnolia Gardens the
tne
wisttui
vistas
oi
river
an.,
final
thrill of exemption from final
Fighting
and
more
lighting!
Thus,
the
of Nations - investigation of the cause the able and talented director. The mos*. beautiful In the world.'' Middleton
•n witn t a e well-oruereu oeauij championship basketball game may exams."
of economic depressions has begun unalloyed enjoyment of the play by Gardens are the "oldest landscape
"ie lormal European garuen. Tne truthfully be described. Due to the exThe question seems to have a def- j
with a conference of representatives of the audience and the many favorable gardens in America."
passing oi many years has meilowcu cellent playing of all four class teams inite appeal. How does it sound to the |
t h e national economics councils and and flattering comments are credits to
In the Magnolia Gardens are found the loveliness ot his handiwork.
an unusual situation had arisen. Be- Winthrop Seniors?
. Institutions the Palmetto Players and to the Uni- botanical rarities, shrubs and plants
Arthur Midaleton. one oi tne signers fore the sister classes play d each othversity which they represent.
grown nowhere else in this country. oi tne Declaration ol Independence wu,
er, all teams had an equal chance to
The Magnolia Gardens arc the tallest one ol tne lineal proprietors oi Midplay for the championship. But the
Former Governor Alfred E. Smith
and heaviest laden Azalea bushes aleton Place. He died in 1787 and resu,
results of the games Thursday afterpredict* that prohibition will be one
known, which also are the oldest in in tne great grey family tomb in ine
noon decided that the championship
of the chief Issues in the 1932 presithe United State.,. Here t"o. are found quiet oi the gardens. Arthur Middledential campaign.
Thursday evening the Poetry Sociegame would be played between the Senthe greatest variety of Camellias in the ton. the signer, was followed by his son.
ty enjoyed a local-talcnt program on
iors and the Juniors.
Dr. Paul Pearson, first civilian gov- Elizabeth Barret: Browning—In com- country, more Vua 250 in number. Henry Middleton. governor ot Soulu
Each team met on the court with its
eraor of the Virgin Islands, has pro- memoratlor. of the hundred twen- Magnificent trees numbered in the Carolina and later United States min- supporters quite decided on coming
hundreds, form picturesque back- ister to Russia. It was at his invitation
posed that the United States construct I ty-flfth anniversary of her birth,
away victorious at the end of the one
a winter resort as an attraction to | After the prellmlnaiy business mat- grounds. They include stately pines, that Andre Mlcheaux, the celebrated basketb .11 game which was to decide so
American ar.d European tourists on St. ters. those present were favored W.:n flowering magnolias, dreamy and moss- French botanist, came to Middleton much. The Seniors were determined
Thomas and St. Croix.
jtwo appropriate solos by Miss Hatch, draped cypress and far spreading live Place, bringing and planting there in to win the cup; the Juniors were posi— —
| accompanied by Mbs Fields at the pi- oaks. At Mld.dleton Gardens is a live- 1785 the lirst Camellia Japonlca ever tive the Seniors could not have the troT h a t ' s t h e q u e s t i o n y o u r f r i e n d s will a s k a m o n g t h e m Russia is putting her public office : a no. The first of thees was peculiarly oak estimated by experts to be far brought to America.
phy.
selves while t h e y c o m m e n t on t h e improved appearance
through a "cleansing process." One i appropriate for the prcgram which was more than six hundred years old. In
The British forces held Middleton
As the clock struck four, the gorillas
of y o u r c o m p l e x i o n o b t a i n e d f r o m t h e u s e of S h a r i F a c e
both
of
the
gardens
the
delicate
Wishundred and thirty-eight thousand em- | to f o l i o / because the words were from
Place during the American Revolution and billies were in their places and
Powder. Usually it t a k e s a n e x p e r t t o conceal t h e f a c t
ployee In public works were recently . Mrs. Browning's famout sonnet begm- teria. Cherokee rose, dogwood, laurel, and destroyed much of the furniture anxious to bcf;in the fight. Tile whistle
that she uses face powder. With Shari, however, it's difbay. splrea, syringea and Jessamine and also works of art. They even cut
dlsmlssed from service and 74.000 more nlng. "How Do I Love Thee."
blew! The last and most important
ferent. Shari Face Powder possesses such a n impalpable
are In Jeopardy. T h e formal reason j prof. j . Thompson Brown, chairman abound.
the head Irom West's picture of Arthur game of the season was on. The tossf i n e n e s s a n d i s s o n a t u r a l l y t i n t e d t h a t it p r o d u c e s a
At the entrance gate of either of the Miadleton whom Uiey deemed a leader up was given and the ball carried down
given for the campaign was Improve- 0 f the program for the evening, gave
glorious effect without being noticeable on t h e face.
gardens
the
visitor
ts
greeted
by
a
ment In government machinery and a brief explanation of the nature ana
in the revolt against their king; yet the court by Smith and Scarborough.
t r y it a n d s e e f o r y o u r s e l f .
to examine the personnel from the purpose of the anniversary program, group of the iai-south colored folk they did no harm to the building. Tne jI the Senior centers. Back and forth the
who act as guides and in their quaint
point of view of their fitness.
; T h e n h e Introduced Miss Sliine. who
j'Amerq„-an army later encamped at || ball passed from Senior t J Junior. In
! gave a significant review of the more low-country dialect r>'lat" historical Middleton place before re-enterin spite ol tne good guarding ol Smith and
S1.00 — C O M P A C T S , $2.50 A N I ) $1.50
| significant facts in the very Interest- fact and anecdotes and tell with Charleston toward the end of the Rev- Williams for the Juniors Davidson could
Reports from Mrs. B. Y. Tyner. who ! inft Ufe of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, amazing exactness the age and variety olution. Tradition has it that terms not be kept f r o n scoring. At the end
of the flowers passed.
underwent an operation In the Leaks- Following that. Mrs. Jones commented
were arranged and signed there under of the first quarter the score stood 13-7 J
Every Spring thousands of persons
ville Hospital, Leaksvllle, N. C-. two upon Mrs. Browning's deep piety and
the great live-oak for the final depart- In favor of the Seniors. The rcore piled
higher and higher. T h e Seniors were
weeks ago, are to the effect t h a t she religious faith, and read appropriate from every corner of the globe visit ure of British troops from Carolina.
Charleston
to
view
the
beauty
of
the
is recovering nicely. I t is hoped t h a t illustrations from the sonnets. Next
Williams Middleton, who inherited still In the lead with a wore of 20-15 at.
gardens.
By
automobile,
yacht
and
airshe will be able to return to her home followed a discussion of the conditions
the estate in 1846, embellished the the end of the half.
plane
the
garden
lovers,
horticulturists,
Still there was one more half In
gardens with the magnificent collection
a t the college to recuperate within the "««>« w h l c h " A u r o r a L e | K h " ™ w r U "
next ten days or two weeks.
; ten and a stimulating review of the artists and seekers of beauty make of Azalea Indica which now brighten which the tables might be turned In
,
^
| s t o r y b y M l s s Magulre. Then Mrs. their way. The railroads run special the groves and terraces each spring. either direction. Excitement passea
Jewel Laugston's brother visited her Brown reviewed the chicf phases ot trains and steamship lines permit stop- During his life lime came the War be- from th:' sidelines to the players, causSunday.
Robert Browning's Influence upon his over privileges. The Gardens Season in tween the States and in 1865 after the ing them to make some unnecessary
—
—
wife and lllusrated her points wltn Charleston is known over the world fall of Charleston, Middleton Hou
fouls. However. Rood playing was done
the capacity of the interesting old „ . „ h ..
. '
,
' readings from the poetry of Mrs. and
by both teams from start lo finish. The
. . . .
.. .
. .witn the other homes alonK
B the Ash.
' " " " final score was announced us 37-26 in
j Browning. Finally. Mr. Brown gave a Southern city is taxed by visitors who
e r 8
W, K
We Make Your Watch Tfll
....
"rn '
"
report on the Influence of Mrs. find here two giant natural bouquets. { .
favor of the Seniors.
The Truth
J
Browning upon the poetry of Robert distinctive and individual, unequalled °was
"Rah! Rah! Seniors!" The victory of
restored in 1885 as a country home
at
Browning—showing especially how her elsewhere.
which Is occupied by the present owner, the Seniors in this game means that
STAGGER'S WATCH
Magnolia's Romantic History
Influence had been Instrumental In seJ . J. Prlngie Smith, whose parents the Seniors and Juniors must play a n Magnolla-on-the-Ashley" continuSHOP
curing for Robert Browning the palm
other game In order to determine the
were both of Middleton descent.
(At City Pharmacy)
of mastery In portraying In verse the ously has been owned by the Drayton
Of Middleton Gardens ol Middle- championship. Since the Juniors won
family and their decendants for more
delicate traits of feminine character.
ton Place, no less an expert than Dr. the first game t h a t there two classes
than two and one-half centuries. The
John K. Small, curator ol the New York played, a third game must be played
family history and tradition of MagBotanical Gardens, has said, "It Is a now to determine the champions. This
nolla-on-the-Ashley is of unusual Ingame will be played the first of the
botanical paradise. Truly it is perfect.
Drinks and dainty sandwiches we serve.
terest. T h e Drayton s of South Carolina
week.
Of the flower covered terraces Amy
Such as lovely Winthrop girls deserve.
of English stock. From England a
Fair play and hard work characterFresh fruit* and "HOMEADE" candles for you.
Lowell wrote. "S-ep lightly down these
WASHINGTON
Drayton
emigrated
to
Barbados
and
ized the entire game. Each player did
And a welcome to "LOVELY RHAPSODIES IN BLUE."
terraces, they are records of a dream.
then in 1671 there came to the province
her very best. The Seniors realize the
Another
writer
epitomized
the
haunting
PHILADELPHIA
"There you are."
of Carolina one Thomas Drayton. Anvalue of a good forward In Davidson.
OS" me Locust Strmti
beauty and tragic shadows in the hisother Englishman. Stephen Fox. had
Ford and Smith did good guarding.
tory of the gardens thus: "Gardens
PITTSBURGH
acquired by grant In 1676 In Carolina
Scarborough and "Lib" Smith also did
to* F.ro>
large tract of land embracing Mag- that rejoice with blaze of Azalea aud their part in center. Smith and WilPhone 392
140 N. Trade SI.
Japonlca; gardens t h a t remember with
BUFFALO
nolia-on-the-Ashley and other planliams must be hailed as excellent
cypress and black water."
tations. Thomas Drayton, the emigrant,
guards for the Juniors.
John Galsworihy not so long ago
married Stephen Fox's daughter and
Line-up:
in one ol his writings referred to the
thereby Inherited the estate which upFor the Seniors: Davidson, right forMagnolia Gardens as follows: "Everyon his death was left to his oldest son,
ward: Evans, left forward; Smith, E..
one who goes to Charleston In the
Jump center; Scarborough, side center;
Thomas.
spring
soon
or
late
visits
the
Magnolia
T r a c l n j the descent from Thomas
Smith. S„ right guard; Ford, left guard.
Drayton, years later an old m a n with- Gardens. I freely assert t h a t none In
Substitutes: Abercromble for Evans;
the world is so beautiful as this—It is Farmer for Smith, E.; Whisonant for
out a son to carry on his name was
» drag store,
master of the mansion house at Mag- a kind of paradise which has wandered Farmer.
down,
a
miraculously
enchanted
delicacies. Hot Chocolate and
nolia. I t therefore was decided t h a t
For the Juniors: Greene, right forSandwiches are Fine
Drayton Grlmke. the eldest son of the wilderness. Beyond anything I have ward; Townsend. left forward; Miller,
PKICE8 REASONABLE
eldest daughter of this old man should ever seen, is it other worldly."
Jump center; Brown, side center.
change his own father's name of BASKETBALL HOLDS CENTER OF
Smith, right guard: Williams, left
Grlmke for his mother's name of DrayINTEREST AT THE COLLEGE guard.
ton. Family tradition Is strongly folSubstitutes: Mlncey for Williams.
lowed along t h e South Caroline, coast.
(Continued from page one.
Preparing for the change of name the Sophomores feemcd rather baffled
and the assumption ot responsibilities, —for they allowed the Seniors to get a
young Drayton Grlmke went abroad good lead. However, during t h e second
(With apologies to The State.)
to college. Upon his return, the younger quarter, and Just before the whistle Dear Dad:
brother, John, took his place at a Eu- blew for the half, the Sophomores
I have been intending to tell you
ropean university.
gained. Their good passwork. and skill for a long time about the clubs we
Drayton Orimke shortly alter his at handling the ball, gave them fifteen have up here. I know you have heard
Negative No.
rostUoa No.
return home from college, started out points—leaving them only six points be- of "Frat-s"—well, these arc something
with his man-servant to a neighbor- hind the Seniors when the warning like those except these are for girls
hood deer hunt. When still within for half blew. Ooodson showed re(since there are no boys up here—but
sight of the plantation house, the trig- markable ability in center, and David- I guess you knew that). Well. I can't
ger of his gun caught a twig and dis- son played her usual game at forward. tell you any names of the clubs "cause
charged accidentally a heavy load of
When the "sisters" re-entered the it's a secret. "C." they have symbols
buckshot Into his side. An old negro field the Sophomores Immediately for t h e names (Greek or Chinese—I
mammy" kneeling beside him. held to- led the score which gave 23-23. This, of don't know which) and the object Is
this special offer because of the
gether the edges of the wound until ttiurse, created a great deal of excite- to keep everybody guessing what they
a swiftly riding messenger could notify ment among the spectators, and a stand for. For example—P. P. P.
his mother In her Charleston home. keen sense of anxiety prevailed. Alis PI PI PI—so you sec how very
Drayton Orimke Is burled beneath an though Ooodson used /.er trick play at complicated they are. They coll us
imposing marble tomb in the h e a r t of center, and although, "Bert and Polly". "pledges'' (we pledge not to tell what
Ufatalis, Corner Main and Trade Street*
the Magnolia Gardens.
were still coordinating beautifully, the l o u r symbols stand for). I guess t h a t *
After graduation, John returned from turn c a m e - a n d as a final score we the derivation of the word.
Capital and Surplus O n e Million Dollar*
Europe and In his brother's place took saw 37-25 and we heard one loud roar
Oh! Ycsl I 'most forgot to tell you
his mother's r.nme of Drayton and en"Hurrah for the Big rlsterj."
' that they nlve us rlnes for our little

tered into the Magnolia inheritance. I
Later he Joined the ministry but de-)
veloped ill health aii-l wu told
physicians that if he wanted
he must return to the soil.
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Keeping Up W i t h t h e W o r l d
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PERRY'S
Drug Store
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i J. L. Philips Drug Company
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HOTELS

THE ROCK HILL CANDY COMPANY

Give Us A P a r t
of Your Patronage

Sandifer Drug Store

T H I S T I C K E T and 25c
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S

COURTESY

We hope we shall never reach the point
when we will be too busy for the little
courtesies which are such a pleasant feature
of the day's work.
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